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Potitical institution
Political institutions are the ultimate source of 

legitimate power in social system 

whether the system is based upon rule by many or 
rule by the fewrule by the few

Political Institution are more than just  symbols of 
political system. They help the elected officials to 
make decisions that run countary. political 
institutions teach us about politics.

.



Concept of power    

Max weber has defined power as the ability to impose ones will over 
others.

Types of power:
� Political power� Political power
� Economic power
Authority :authority is legitimate power,power that is perceived as 

right and proper.
Max weber has identified three ideal types of authority.
� Traditional authority
� Rational-legal authority
� Charismatic authority



Charactristics of modern political system

� A Rational administration

� Institutions for maintaining order

� Secular governmental institutions

A party system� A party system



Government 
� Government is an instituion. As such, it is one of 

several social organization and is a customacy and 
highty formalized pattern of behaviour which is 
followed by people as  they work to satisfy certain followed by people as  they work to satisfy certain 
specific needs.



Origin of government
� The instinct theory

� The necessity theory

� The force theory

The contract theory� The contract theory

� The functional theory



Functions of the government
There  are four general types of functions.

� Protective .

Protection from external threat

Maintenance of internal orderMaintenance of internal order

Maintaining order through norm enforcement

Maintaining order through arbitating conflict

� Regulation .

� Assistive .

� Productive .



Types of  Government 
� Monarchy 

� Oligarchy 

� Dictatorship 

Totalitarianism � Totalitarianism 

� Democracy 



Related concepts of state and government

� State is the whole, the government is a part thereof

� Membership of the state extends to the total population 
but that of the government to a part thereof

� The state is permanent, the government is temporaryThe state is permanent, the government is temporary

� The state is abstract, the government is concrete

� The individual can have rights against the government but 
not against the state

� Soverignty belongs to the state, not to the government

� Territory is charactristics of the state, not of 
thegovernment



The state               
According  to macIver: A state is an organization which 

rules by means of a supreme government over a 
definite territory.

The  concept of state is crucial in order to understand The  concept of state is crucial in order to understand 
the nature and distribution of power in society.



Elements of state
� Territory

� Sovereignty

� government



Functions of the state
According to maciver and page: The state  can be  

discussed under four sub heading.

� Functions peculiar to the state

� Functions for which the state is well adapted� Functions for which the state is well adapted

� Function for which the state is ill-adapted

� Fanctions which the state is incapable of performing



Political Party
A political parties is a group of people organized with 

the aim of forming the government in a society.

W. Rigg’s defines a political party as, any organization 
which nominations candidates for election to a which nominations candidates for election to a 
legislature.


